Thermospheric temperature, composition and wind measurements from the Dynamics Explorer satellite (DE-2) are interpreted using a three dimensional, multiconstituent spectral model.
DE-2 WATS
Data taken with the Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE-2) satellite are discussed in the light of theoretical spectral models, describing some of the important phenomena observed. Figure 1 shows pole to pole variations in the temperature and wind fields measured mainly between 300 and 400 km with the Wind and Temperature Spectrometer (WATS) on DE-2 /1,2/. It represents a composite of three data sets, matched in latitude (indicated by interruptions in the abscissa) and sampled 22 days apart on the nightside during December solstice.
The largest temperatures are observed in the polar region of the summer hemisphere which is continually illuminated by solar radiation.
From the equator on into the winter hemisphere the temperature does not continue to decrease but remains constant and then increases toward the winter poie, indicative of auroral energy deposition. At high latitudes, in both hemispheres, there is considerable wave activity. The data are taken under magnetically quiet conditions in winter (A~= 6) and disturbed conditions in summer (A~34) which contributes to enhance the temperature contrast between both hemispheres.
The annual variations in temperature (and composition) are driven primarily by solar differential heating. Transport and chemistry complicate the physics /3,4,5,6/.
An important element is the annual tide from the lower atmosphere and the release of chemical energy from threebody recombination, which contribute to the winter anomaly in the mesospheric temperature /4,6,7/. To first order, these processes can be described in the framework of a zonally symmetric circulation. Figure 2a shows the relative temperature variations computed with a spectral model at 455 and 90 km during high levels of solar activity (T -1400 K). The polar temperature increases from winter to summer by about 500 K, consistent with the observations. At 90 km, near the mesopause (190 K), the temperature increases by about 40 K from summer to winter. Figure 2b shows the computed relative variations in He.
It reveals an increase by a factor of 10 from summer to winter poles, less than that (factor of 40) computed for low levels of solar activity. This trend is quantitatively consistent with the empirical MSIS model /8/ and can be attributed to the exospheric return flow /9/. Figure 4 shows in solid lines the density measurements from the Neutral Atmosphere Composition Spectrometer on DE-2 /14/ normalized to the quiet MSIS model /8/. We show in dashed lines data from October 18, 1981 which was quiet (Ap = 6); the differences between both data sets describe the magnetic storm effect.
For comparison, we present in Figure 5 the computed storm time variations in the N 2, 0 and He concentrations. Associated with auroral zone Joule heating, the temperature (not shown) and N2 concentration increase primarily at high latitudes, driving a meridional circulation which redistributes the lighter (and minor) species from high to low latitudes.
The observed (and computed) 0 depletion at high latitudes significantly reduces the horizontal pressure gradient so that the resulting wind velocities are reduced and the temperature contrast is large (260 K increase at auroral latitudes versus 40 K at the equator). 
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auroral zone (Figure 1 ). For medium scale TIDs this represents a problem since classical gravity waves are expected to dissipate over horizontal distances 12HRS comparable to their wavelengths. Fig. 3 .
Computed velocity field primarily due to E x B ion drift.
Using vector spherical harmonics,
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we have developed a nulticonstituent spectral model to describe Computed relative variations in composithermosphere where they origin tion, simulating the storm condition, ate, these waves have relatively short wavelengths but can travel large horizontal distances away from the source (pole to equator). The important first and second harmonic modes have propagation velocities of 250 and 170 rn/sec respectively and appear in the transfer function as narrow resonance maxima. In Figure 6b the transfer function is shown at 300 km plotted against frequency a (in cycles per day) and c/v i/~(where c is the speed of sound and v is the wave velocity ar/i; the smallest value for a is 2). (1), with a speed of 700 m/aec), the latitudes near 65°(indicated in Figure 8 ). On that basis, the observed function, the characteristic horizontal c~L dimension of the source. This in turn produces the local ringing and the disturbances which propagate away from the Fig. 9 .
Computed temperature response to a ring source region. Figure 9 shows a three source versus colatitude and time, dimensional display of the computed temperature perturbation plotted versus 18 
tion.
The latter wave appears to be i.e., only one hemisphere was energized. In reality, one should expect that a similar perturbation is also launched 05 from the other hemisphere, which can be E H 1.OE+03 3.ØE+83~relative temperature perturbation near readily described in our model. With that additional conjugate source the -1. 0EI383 the equator would increase by a factor Cross sections of the computed tempernights with enhanced magnetic activity store and velocity perturbations 24 minutes (1) /24/. and 36 minutes (2) after the source is turned on.
